Pest Protection in Milling Operations

As post-harvest processors of grain, milling operations are subject to food-safety regulations and audits. With Ecolab’s advanced technologies and pest management expertise across the food supply chain, we have you covered. We protect your grain from pests while helping you be audit-ready at all times.

Quality Retention
Through our technologically-advanced applications, such as Pulse Fumigation System™, we provide safe, effective pest elimination that ensures the quality and value of your grain is retained.

Integrated Service
Your professional Ecolab service team is skilled and experienced in both fumigation and pest elimination to protect all aspects of your operation and phases of your product.

Audit-Ready
Unannounced audits and inspections are a reality for milling operations. With Ecolab pest protection services, you will be prepared when the knock comes at your door.
Prevention and Protection From Milled-Grain Pests

Insect Monitoring
Preventing pests is the first step in milled-grain protection. Through pheromone monitoring for stored product pests in pre- and post-milled grain, we detect pests at the first signs of their presence to help prevent infestations from taking hold.

Fumigation
Based on your product, site and specifications, we have the knowledge and skills to provide the best fumigation approach. From traditional fumigation to targeted Pulse Fumigation System—that reaches where fogging doesn’t and reduces downtime—we customize your program for the best results.

Food Safety Pest Management
With complete pest elimination services designed for stored grains in milling facilities, we adhere to all regulatory, customer, and third-party requirements to ensure the food safety of your grain and the protection of your brand.

TRUST ECOLAB TO HELP YOU WIN THE FIGHT AGAINST PESTS
Ecolab goes beyond pest control, putting our expertise to work every day to solve the industry’s most complex pest challenges. Through our proactive people and innovative spirit, we protect you today, while advancing new and better solutions to protect you tomorrow.

TRUSTED PARTNER
We forge partnerships that empower you to win the fight against pests
- Consistent, reliable expertise and service
- Customer care and technical support
- Staff training on pest detection and prevention

INNOVATIVE SPIRIT
We continually advance the science of pest elimination and share our expert knowledge with you.
- Proven, science-based protocols from our global RD&E Center
- Industry leading educational resources
- 140+ patents in pest elimination

SUPERIOR SOLUTIONS
We have a holistic approach and unwavering standards for proactive pest prevention and elimination
- Highly trained Service Specialists
- Targeted commercial programs to meet your unique needs
- Guaranteed results for a pest-free environment

CONSISTENT COMMUNICATION
We keep you informed of pest issues so you can focus on your business
- On-site consultation
- Pest insights offer actionable information at your fingertips
- Emergency response